Ordered & unordered lists with code
See my blog¹ for more information about this.
1. First some code with no line numbers:
code, code, "code" and { code }
Some other stuff that's code

Stuff that belongs to list item #1, but is not code. Note the lack of syntax highlighting for the
above code (lang=text).
2. Ice makers have had the show, but not on the truck. Furthermore, the memorial home has
been parked for days.
Note that to properly be another paragraph for point #2, this line has to be indented 3 spaces.
This is the third paragraph for point #2. I’ve clearly gone on for too long on this one.
3. That’s all folks.
4. Oh and remember, the numbers used in ordered lists doesn’t matter. I could have used 1. for
each item.
A typically indented unordered list:
• This line has typical spacing, and here I’ve turned the line-numbers on.
1
2
3
4
5
6

for all code do
if {
indented code
} else {
other code
}

– A second-level indentation of above list. This could describe the code listing referencing
numbers.
• Second major bullet of the list.
An oddly spaced, unordered list:
• Here’s a list with an extra space after the asterisk. Lines that are not new bullets, but are
related to this bullet need to have the same level of indentation.
¹http://jitterted.com/blog
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Two spaces of indenting for this line won’t work, it has to match the indentation of the first list item.
∼∼∼ Even for fenced code blocks, this doesn’t work as the indentation doesn’t match. ∼∼∼
• Next bullet, please, but really this is considered a new list.
Correct way to do indents with oddly spaced lists:
• This line is indented pretty far and has four spaces in between the * and the first non-space
character.
To have this paragraph be connected to the first bullet, you need to line up this new paragraph
line with the above, two spaces here won’t work, you’ll need five. And it MUST have a blank
line above it (though a blank line below is optional, because the asterisk at the beginning of
the next line will tell the parser that it’s another item).
• This second bullet also has the same number of additional spaces before the first non-space
character.

